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The legal systems which contribute most to this systemic discussion are
common law and civil law, sometimes called continental law. So far this
dialogue appears to have been dominated by the former. While there are
many reasons for this, one stands out very clearly: Language. English has
become the lingua franca of international legal research. The present book
addresses this issue. Thomas Vormbaum is one of the foremost German
legal historians and the book's original has become a cornerstone of
research into the history of German criminal law beyond doctrinal
expositions; it allows a look at the system’s genesis, its ideological, political
and cultural roots. In the field of comparative research, it is of the utmost
importance to have an understanding of the law’s provenance, in other
words its historical DNA.
The Oxford Handbook of Modern German History-Helmut Walser Smith
2011-09-29 This is the first comprehensive, multi-author survey of German
history that features cutting-edge syntheses of major topics by an
international team of leading scholars. Emphasizing demographic,
economic, and political history, this Handbook places German history in a
denser transnational context than any other general history of Germany. It
underscores the centrality of war to the unfolding of German history, and
shows how it dramatically affected the development of German nationalism
and the structure of German politics. It also reaches out to scholars and

German History in Modern Times-William W. Hagen 2012-02-13 This history
of German-speaking central Europe offers a very wide perspective,
emphasizing a succession of many-layered communal identities. It highlights
the interplay of individual, society, culture and political power, contrasting
German with Western patterns. Rather than treating 'the Germans' as a
collective whole whose national history amounts to a cumulative biography,
the book presents the pre-modern era of the Holy Roman Empire; the
nineteenth century; the 1914–45 era of war, dictatorship and genocide; and
the Cold War and post-Cold War eras since 1945 as successive worlds of
German life, thought and mentality. This book's 'Germany' is polycentric
and multicultural, including the multinational Austrian Habsburg Empire
and the German Jews. Its approach to National Socialism offers a
conceptually new understanding of the Holocaust. The book's numerous
illustrations reveal German self-presentations and styles of life, which often
contrast with Western ideas of Germany.
A Modern History of German Criminal Law-Thomas Vormbaum 2013-10-01
Increasingly, international governmental networks and organisations make
it necessary to master the legal principles of other jurisdictions. Since the
advent of international criminal tribunals this need has fully reached
criminal law. A large part of their work is based on comparative research.
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students beyond the field of history with detailed and cutting-edge chapters
on religious history and on literary history, as well as to contemporary
observers, with reflections on Germany and the European Union, and on
'multi-cultural Germany.' Covering the period from around 1760 to the
present, this Handbook represents a remarkable achievement of synthesis
based on current scholarship. It constitutes the starting point for anyone
trying to understand the complexities of German history as well as the state
of scholarly reflection on Germany's dramatic, often destructive, integration
into the community of modern nations. As it brings this story to the present,
it also places the current post-unification Federal Republic of Germany into
a multifaceted historical context. It will be an indispensable resource for
scholars, students, and anyone interested in modern Germany.
Rewriting German History-Jan Rüger 2015-10-11 Rewriting German History
offers striking new insights into key debates about the recent German past.
Bringing together cutting-edge research and current discussions, this
volume examines developments in the writing of the German past since the
Second World War and suggests new directions for scholarship in the
twenty-first century.
Crime and Culture in Early Modern Germany-Joy Wiltenburg 2013-01-07
With the growth of printing in early modern Germany, crime quickly
became a subject of wide public discourse. Sensational crime reports, often
featuring multiple murders within families, proliferated as authors probed
horrific events for religious meaning. Coinciding with heightened witch
panics and economic crisis, the spike in crime fears revealed a continuum
between fears of the occult and more mundane dangers. In Crime and
Culture in Early Modern Germany, Joy Wiltenburg explores the beginnings
of crime sensationalism from the early sixteenth century into the
seventeenth century and beyond. Comparing the depictions of crime in
popular publications with those in archival records, legal discourse, and
imaginative literature, Wiltenburg highlights key social anxieties and
analyzes how crime texts worked to shape public perceptions and
mentalities. Reports regularly featured familial destruction, flawed
economic relations, and the apocalyptic thinking of Protestant clergy.
Wiltenburg examines how such literature expressed and shaped cultural
attitudes while at the same time reinforcing governmental authority. She
also shows how the emotional inflections of crime stories influenced the
growth of early modern public discourse, so often conceived in terms of
rational exchange of ideas.
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German History, 1770-1866-James J. Sheehan 1993 Now available in
paperback, this is a uniquely authoritative study of Germany from the mideighteenth century to the formation of the Bismarckian Reich. James J.
Sheehan gives an extensive account of social and cultural, as well as
political developments, and shows that the creation of aPrussian-led nationstate should not be seen as `natural' or inevitable. He shows how German
history in this period was shaped by three separable yet closely linked
developments: the rise of sovereign territorial states, the expansion of
economic activity and social mobility, and the emergence of aliterary
culture.
A History of Modern Germany-Dietrich Orlow 2016-11-03 Covering the
entire period of modern German history - from nineteenth-century imperial
Germany right through the present - this well-established text presents a
balanced, general survey of the country's political division in 1945 and runs
through its reunification in the present. Detailing foreign policy as well as
political, economic and social developments, A History of Modern Germany
presents a central theme of the problem of asymmetrical modernization in
the country's history as it fully explores the complicated path of Germany's
troubled past and stable present.
Perspectives on Modern German Economic History and Policy-Knut
Borchardt 1991-05-30 A long-awaited English-language edition of important
controversial essays on Germany's economic history in the nineteenth and
twentieth century focuses on the relevant patterns of its contemporary
growth and development.
Born in the Gdr-Hester Vaizey 2016-11-10 The changes that followed the fall
of the Berlin Wall in November 1989 were particularly dramatic for East
Germans. With the German Democratic Republic effectively taken over by
West Germany in the reunification process, nothing in their lives was
immune from change and upheaval: from the way they voted, the
newspapers they read, to the brand of butter they bought. But what was it
really like to go from living under communism one minute, to capitalism the
next? What did the East Germans make of capitalism? And how do they
remember the GDR today? Are their memories dominated by fear and
loathing of the Stasi state, or do they look back with a measure of fondness
and regret on a world of guaranteed employment and a relatively low cost of
living? This is the story of eight citizens of the former German Democratic
Republic, and how these dramatic changes affected them. All of the people
in the book were born in East Germany after the Berlin Wall was put up in
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August 1961, so they knew nothing other than living in a socialist system
when the GDR fell apart. Their stories provide a fascinating insight not only
into everyday life in East Germany, but about how this now-vanished state is
remembered today, a quarter of a century after the fall of the Wall.
A History of German Literature-Ernest Rose 1960
A Modern History of German Criminal Law-Thomas Vormbaum 2013-10-01
Increasingly, international governmental networks and organisations make
it necessary to master the legal principles of other jurisdictions. Since the
advent of international criminal tribunals this need has fully reached
criminal law. A large part of their work is based on comparative research.
The legal systems which contribute most to this systemic discussion are
common law and civil law, sometimes called continental law. So far this
dialogue appears to have been dominated by the former. While there are
many reasons for this, one stands out very clearly: Language. English has
become the lingua franca of international legal research. The present book
addresses this issue. Thomas Vormbaum is one of the foremost German
legal historians and the book's original has become a cornerstone of
research into the history of German criminal law beyond doctrinal
expositions; it allows a look at the system’s genesis, its ideological, political
and cultural roots. In the field of comparative research, it is of the utmost
importance to have an understanding of the law’s provenance, in other
words its historical DNA.
German-Jewish History in Modern Times: Emancipation and acculturation,
1780-1871-Stefi Jersch-Wenzel 1996 This four-volume collective project by a
team of leading scholars offers a vivid portrait of Jewish history in Germanspeaking countries over nearly four centuries. This series is sponsored by
the Leo Baeck Institute, established in 1955 in Jerusalem, London, and New
York for the purpose of advancing scholarship on the Jews in Germanspeaking lands.
A New History of German Literature-David E. Wellbery 2004 In a collection
of essays on key events, works, themes, and other aspects of German
literary history, the entries focus on particular literary works, events in the
life of the authors, historical moments, pieces of music, technological
innovations, and theatrical and cinematic premiers.
Work in a Modern Society-Jürgen Kocka 2010 Whereas the history of
workers and labor movements has been widely researched, the history of
work has been rather neglected by comparison. This volume offers original
contributions that deal with cultural, social and theoretical aspects of the
a-modern-history-of-german-criminal-law-thomas-vormbaum

history of work in modern Europe, including the relations between gender
and work, working and soldiering, work and trust, constructions and
practices. The volume focuses on Germany but also places the case studies
in a broader European context. It thus offers an insight into social and
cultural history as practiced by German-speaking scholars today but also
introduces the reader to ongoing research in this field.
German Histories in the Age of Reformations, 1400-1650-Thomas A. Brady
2009-07-13 Studies the connections between the political reform of the Holy
Roman Empire and the German lands around 1500 and the sixteenthcentury religious reformations.
The Cambridge History of German Literature-Helen Watanabe-O'Kelly
2000-06-12 A history of German literature to 1990, written from a postReunification standpoint.
A History of Modern Germany-Hajo Holborn 1982 ... A three-volume
reassessment of the last five centuries of German history ...
Stasiland-Anna Funder 2015-10-29 Stasiland tells true stories of people who
heroically resisted the communist dictatorship of East Germany, and of
people who worked for its secret police, the Stasi. Internationally hailed as
a classic, it is ‘fascinating, entertaining, hilarious, horrifying and very
important’ (Tom Hanks) and ‘a heartbreaking, beautifully written book.’
(Claire Tomalin). East Germany was one of the most intrusive surveillance
states of all time. One in 7 people spied on their friends, family and
colleagues. In ‘the most humane and sensitive way’ (J.M. Coetzee) Funder
tells the true stories of four people who had the extraordinary courage to
refuse to collaborate with the Stasi, and the price they paid. She meets
Miriam Weber, who was imprisoned at 16 after scaling the Berlin Wall. She
drinks with the legendary “Mik Jegger” of the Eastern Bloc who was
‘disappeared’. And she finds former Stasi men who defend their regime long
past its demise, and yearn for the second coming of Communism. Stasiland
won the Samuel Johnson Prize for best non-fiction published in English in
2004. It was a finalist for the Guardian First Book Award, the W.H.
Heinemann Award, the Index Freedom of Expression Awards, The Age Book
of the Year Awards, the Queensland Premier’s Literary Award and the
Adelaide Festival Awards for Literature (Innovation in Writing). It is read in
schools and universities in many countries, and has been adapted for CD
and the stage by The National Theatre, London.
Dissonant Lives-Mary Fulbrook 2011-06-09 Examines ways in which
Germans of different generations lived through the violent eruptions and
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rapid regime changes of the 20th century, revealing striking generational
patterns.
German History in Global and Transnational Perspective-David Lederer
2017-08-08 This is a collection of essays from three of the world’s preeminent historians of Germany, which consider German history in global
and transnational contexts. It is well known that transnationalism has
exploded in the last decade or so as a new academic subfield of
international and global history. What the transnationalism literature often
ignores or downplays, however, is the role of the nation-state in making the
transnational possible in the first place, as noted in its very etymological
origins. This volume traces this dynamic from a different vantage-point,
namely the relationship between German history and transnationalism.
Each essay applies a transnational framework in fresh and original ways in
order to illuminate different facets of the connections between Germany and
the wider world in the modern period. Together they will encourage the
rethinking of assumptions about key moments and developments in the
history of modern Germany, and foster reflection on the evolving nature of
German history as a subject studied in the twenty-first century.
News from Germany-Heidi J. S. Tworek 2019-03-11 Heidi Tworek’s
innovative history reveals how, across two devastating wars, Germany
attempted to build a powerful communication empire—and how the Nazis
manipulated the news to rise to dominance in Europe and further their
global agenda. When the news became a form of international power, it
changed the course of history.
German-Jewish History in Modern Times: Integration in dispute, 1871-1918Steven M. Lowenstein 1996 This four-volume collective project by a team of
leading scholars offers a vivid portrait of Jewish history in German-speaking
countries over nearly four centuries. This series is sponsored by the Leo
Baeck Institute, established in 1955 in Jerusalem, London, and New York for
the purpose of advancing scholarship on the Jews in German-speaking
lands.
Weimar-Ian Kershaw 1990 No failure in democratic history had such far
reaching consequences as the collapse of the Weimar Republic. Recent
debate has centered upon the viability of Weimar democracy and the
inevitability of its failure in the context of insuperable economic problems.
The papers presented here offer perspect
Gendering Modern German History-Karen Hagemann 2008 Writing on the
history of German women has - like women's history elsewhere - undergone
a-modern-history-of-german-criminal-law-thomas-vormbaum

remarkable expansion and change since it began in the late 1960s. Today
Women's history still continues to flourish alongside gender history but the
focus of research has increasingly shifted from women to gender. This shift
has made it possible to make men and masculinity objects of historical
research too. After more than thirty years of research, it is time for a critical
stocktaking of the "gendering" of the historiography on nineteenth and
twentieth century Germany. To provide a critical overview in a comparative
German-American perspective is the main aim of this volume, which brings
together leading experts from both sides of the Atlantic. They discuss in
their essays the state of historiography and reflect on problems of theory
and methodology. Through compelling case studies, focusing on the nation
and nationalism, military and war, colonialism, politics and protest, class
and citizenship, religion, Jewish and non-Jewish Germans, the Holocaust,
the body and sexuality and the family, this volume demonstrates the
extraordinary power of the gender perspective to challenge existing
interpretations and rewrite mainstream arguments.
The Origins of the German Principalities, 1100-1350-Graham A. Loud
2017-07-06 The history of medieval Germany is still rarely studied in the
English-speaking world. This collection of essays by distinguished German
historians examines one of most important themes of German medieval
history, the development of the local principalities. These became the
dominant governmental institutions of the late medieval Reich, whose
nominal monarchs needed to work with the princes if they were to possess
any effective authority. Previous scholarship in English has tended to look at
medieval Germany primarily in terms of the struggles and eventual decline
of monarchical authority during the Salian and Staufen eras – in other
words, at the "failure" of a centralised monarchy. Today, the federalised
nature of late medieval and early modern Germany seems a more natural
and understandable phenomenon than it did during previous eras when
state-building appeared to be the natural and inevitable process of historical
development, and any deviation from the path towards a centralised state
seemed to be an aberration. In addition, by looking at the origins and
consolidation of the principalities, the book also brings an English audience
into contact with the modern German tradition of regional history
(Landesgeschichte). These path-breaking essays open a vista into the
richness and complexity of German medieval history.
The Germanization of Early Medieval Christianity-James C. Russell 1996 "An
intelligent synthesis of observations from a wide range of anthropological,
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historical, and other literature....[Russell's] ultimate mapping of the
Germanizing shifts in early medieval Christian belief and praxis is done with
a subtle eye to this particularization, its consequences, and the attempted
undoing of it since the Second Vatican Council."--Catholic Historical Review
A History of Germany in the Middle Ages-Ernest Flagg Henderson 1894
Rethinking Europe- 2019-07-01 Rethinking Europe offers a selection of
essays that reevaluate the Thirty Years’ War by contextualizing it within the
broader history of the Reformation, military conflicts, peace initiatives, and
negotiations of war in the early modern periods.
The Wars of German Unification-Dennis Showalter 2015-07-30 The Wars of
German Unification is the definitive account of the three of the most
decisive conflicts in the history of modern Europe. In this new edition,
Dennis Showalter offers a thoroughly updated look at the wars and their
context that will be invaluable for those interested in the military, social and
political history of the period. Showalter explores how the SchleswigHolstein conflict of 1864; the 'Six Weeks War' of 1866; and the FrancoPrussian War of 1870-71 fundamentally altered the balance of power in
19th-century Europe. They marked the establishment of Prussian hegemony
in central Europe, the creation of the Bismarckian Reich in 1871, the
reduction of Habsburg influence and the collapse of Napoleon III's Second
Empire. The Wars of German Unification offers a balanced and incisive
account of the wars, their origins and their consequences, and firmly
embeds these conflicts in their political, ideological and military contexts.
This volume traces the transition from the 'cabinet wars' of the 19th century
and shows how the conflicts that made up the wars of German unification
provided the foundation for the birth of modern warfare.
Principles of German Criminal Procedure-Michael Bohlander 2012-02-01
The book aims to outlinie the fundamental aspects of the German approach
to criminal procedure; it is meant as a companion volume to the author's
earlier publications, 'The German Criminal Code - A Modern English
Translation', and 'Principles of German Criminal Law', also with Hart. In
appropriate cases, comparisons to English and Welsh law have been drawn.
The chapters cover a wide range of issues from setting out the basic
procedural principles to presenting the main players in the criminal justice
system, pre-trial investigations, the path from indictment to trial judgment,
rules of evidence, sentencing, and appeals and post-conviction review. As
far as it is useful for an introductory text, the differences between
proceedings against adults and juveniles are highlighted. The theoretical
a-modern-history-of-german-criminal-law-thomas-vormbaum

discussion of decision-making and style of judgment writing is supported by
practical insights through specimen translations of an indictment, a trial
judgment and an appellate judgment by the Federal Court of Justice.
Camden House History of German Literature- 2001-07 The most detailed
history of German literature in English.
The Oxford Illustrated History of Modern Europe-T. C. W. Blanning
2001-01-11 Written by an international team of leading scholars, The Oxford
History of Modern Europe traces Europe's turbulent history, from the
beginnings of the Revolution in France to the dawn of two World Wars, to
the breakup of the Soviet Union, to today's kaleidoscope of nation-states.
The achievements and failures of key figures from many arenas--politics,
technology, warfare, religion, and the arts among them--are drawn vividly,
and social, cultural, and economic insights are included alongside the
record of geopolitical strife. We read of the personality cult as exemplified
by the Soviet portraits glorifying Lenin; the importance of the nylon
stocking in the post-World War II economic boom; the influence of religion
as five new nations (Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania)
emerged between 1871 and 1914--an influence that continues to be both
vigorous and deadly; and the confrontation between traditional and modern
cultures captured as the railway age began in Russia. Beautifully illustrated
with over 200 pictures in color and black and white, this insightful book
offers an unparalleled, informed perspective on the history of an everchanging continent.
Germany, Hitler, and World War II-Gerhard L. Weinberg 1996-04-26 A
collection of essays discusses the nature of the Nazi system, its impact on
the world, and the Holocaust, and offers a comparative analysis of the
leadership styles of Hitler, Stalin, Tojo, and Roosevelt. BOMC. History Bk
Club. UP.
Berlin-David Clay Large 2002 More than most modern cities, Berlin has had
to reinvent itself, drastically and with startling frequency. It has changed
from the cold, harsh capital of Prussia to the arrogant world city of the
German Empire; from the depraved Babylon of the Weimar Republic to the
last bastion of Nazism; from the Siamese city of the Cold War to the new
high-tech capital of a united Germany.
November 1918-Robert Gerwarth 2020-06-25 The German Revolution of
November 1918 is nowadays largely forgotten outside Germany. It is
generally regarded as a failure even by those who have heard of it, a missed
opportunity which paved the way for the rise of the Nazis and the
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catastrophe to come. Robert Gerwarth argues here that to view the German
Revolution in this way is a serious misjudgement. Not only did it bring down
the authoritarian monarchy of the Hohenzollern, it also brought into being
the first ever German democracy in an amazingly bloodless way. Focusing
on the dramatic events between the last months of the First World War in
1918 and Hitler's Munich Putsch of 1923, Robert Gerwarth illuminates the
fundamental and deep-seated ways in which the November Revolution
changed Germany. In doing so, he reminds us that, while it is easy with the
benefit of hindsight to write off the 1918 Revolution as a 'failure', this
failure was not somehow pre-ordained. In 1918, the fate of the German
Revolution remained very much an open book.
The Great German Composers-George Titus Ferris 1895
Germany and the Black Diaspora-Mischa Honeck 2013-07-30 The rich
history of encounters prior to World War I between people from Germanspeaking parts of Europe and people of African descent has gone largely
unnoticed in the historical literature-not least because Germany became a
nation and engaged in colonization much later than other European nations.
This volume presents intersections of Black and German history over eight
centuries while mapping continuities and ruptures in Germans' perceptions
of Blacks. Juxtaposing these intersections demonstrates that negative
German perceptions of Blackness proceeded from nineteenth-century racial
theories, and that earlier constructions of "race" were far more
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differentiated. The contributors present a wide range of Black–German
encounters, from representations of Black saints in religious medieval art to
Black Hessians fighting in the American Revolutionary War, from
Cameroonian children being educated in Germany to African American
agriculturalists in Germany's protectorate, Togoland. Each chapter probes
individual and collective responses to these intercultural points of contact.
The Comparative Performance of German Anti-Tank Weapons During World
War II-H. G. Gee 1996-12-01
A History of Modern Germany-Dietrich Orlow 1995 Covering the entire
period of modern German history - from nineteenth-century imperial
Germany right through the present - this well-established text presents a
balanced, general survey of the country's political division in 1945 and runs
through its reunification in the present. Detailing foreign policy as well as
political, economic and social developments, A History of Modern Germany
presents a central theme of the problem of asymmetrical modernization in
the country's history as it fully explores the complicated path of Germany's
troubled past and stable present.
Guise-Hensel Family History-Marc D. Thompson 2017-07-20 Guise-Hensel
Family History: The ascent and descent of the Guise and Hensel families
from Germany to Pennsylvania
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